
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATSC Open                       13/14 April 
Jim, Dave and Phil are members of the Army Target 
Shooting Club and went to Bisley to shoot on the Friday 
and then work as range crew for the competition. 
The ATSC puts on a different range of events and the 
Precision match is very popular. 
25m Precision SB  )  Phil took part 
50m Precision SB  )  Phil took part   
  

 
25m Precision CF ) Phil did better with his Marlin 
50m Precision CF ) and came third in both 
 

25mPrecision LBR  
Jim had one bad target that dropped him down into 3rd 
 

Timed & Precision 1 SB 
Jim and Phil both shot 295 and were placed well down 
the list. 
 

Timed & Precision 1 CF 
Jim and Phil both shot 300 but poor x count made them 
7th and 8th. Dave was way down after dropping 2 nines. 
 

Timed & Precision 1 Classic 
Jim came second with 299 but Dave had late shots and 
was nowhere. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Timed & Precision 1 LBR 
Jim was pleased with 298 and was way ahead of the 
field to win. 
 

Multi-Target SB 
Phil and Jim were way down with 111 and 109. 
 

Multi-Target CF 

 
Glory for Phil! He scored a maximum 120 to win X class 
while 118 gave Jim 5th. And Dave took part! 
 

Multi-Target Classic 
A personal best score of 117 got him a 2nd. Meanwhile 
Dave shot a pitiful 106. 
 

Multi-Target LBR 
A steady 106 was good enough for Jim to win X class. 
 

1500  matches 
With both Jim and Dave getting too infirm to do the 
kneeling stages there was only Phil to represent Team 
Derby and didn’t he do well! 
He won X class in the Small-bore event with a great 
1480, then won X class in CF with what he thought was 
a poor 1492. 
 

1020 SB & CF 
Phil shot both events and only dropped one point in 
each to win SB and placed 2nd in CF 
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Aggregate matches 
The ATSC award trophies for combined scores of certain 
events.  
Phil was disappointed to come second in the 1500 
match – How? you may ask when he won both 
matches. It’s because he was beaten by an A class 
shooter. 
Jim was beaten into second in the LBR match by one 
point. 

 
But at least Phil won the CF match outright. 
 

Summary 
There were a lot of the top shooter in attendance and 
the scores were close at the top. 
Dave needs to practice his timing more and stop cutting 
the target in half, and Jim needs to stop putting 
occasional silly wild shots on. Phil needs to change his 
outfitter. (see first photo) 


